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When Stan Eide started his awning business in the 1930s, he immediately

QUALITY SINCE 1938

understood that low-cost products were more expensive in the long run.
The Eide family built their reputation on the design and manufacturing of
premium awnings using state-of-the-art fabrics for customers who
appreciated the long-term value of quality.
Today, Eide’s experience in high-quality metal and fabric structures is
second to none. Whether your project starts on a napkin, CAD or virtual
platform, our integration of engineering, fabrication and installation is
your guarantee that our products are built to last.
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• Fabric and Metal Structures

• FAR, DIR and OATELS Compliance

• Kinetic Shade Systems

• Prevailing Wage Compliance

• Architectural Shade Structures

• Union Labor Compliance

• Canopies, Awnings, Cabanas

• Apprentice Program Compliance (DAS)

• Tension Structures

• Project Management

• Industrial Protective Covers

• Design & Engineering Calculations

• PTFE Teflon® Fabric Welding

• Snow and Wind Load Analysis

• Metal Welding Fabrication

• Permit Pulling Services

• Large Scale Graphics Application

• Field Survey and Measuring Services

• Concrete Footings and Foundations

• Nationwide Installation Services
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FABRIC
STRUCTURES
Fabric Structures are designed to complement their
Lake Forest Sports Park
Lake Forest, California

surroundings and provide sustainable weather
protection. These structures are manufactured from a
combination of exterior fabrics and metal frames that are
engineered to withstand wind, snow and seismic loads.
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RESORT
CABANAS
The ultimate in outdoor luxury, Resort Cabanas are
romantic, cozy, exclusive and profitable for hotels and
resorts. They offer contemporary beauty, comfort,
protection and privacy alongside swimming pools,
beaches and in gardens. Maximize your property’s
Westin Desert Willow Villas
Palm Desert, California

prestige while achieving a unique and unforgettable
resort experience for your guests that will keep them
coming back for more.

Photo courtesy of
Hershey Entertainment & Resorts
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Tysons Corner Center - TysonsCornerCenter.com

Tension
StructureS
Tension Structures are free-form architectural designs
Google- Kirkland Campus
Kirkland, Washington

that combine useful function with wonderful aesthetics.
Eide combines quality steel, aluminum and exterior
fabrics to produce dependable light-weight structures
for any environment.
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Photo courtesy of
Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel

RETRACTABLE
STRUCTURES
Nothing beats the pleasure of being in the great
outdoors. We offer a variety of Retractable Roof
Structures to transform your outdoor space into a
protected environment. Eide manufactures and installs
precision-controlled shade systems with cutting-edge
Loews Santa Monica Beach Hotel

electronic components. As the weather changes, Eide

Santa Monica, California

gives you the power to manage the elements.

Open

Photo courtesy of
Pershing Hill, LLC
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Photo courtesy of
Pershing Hill, LLC
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RACE
CANOPIES
Eide manufactures custom transporter trailer awnings
and canopy systems for motorsport racing, marketing,
Owner

HRH Racing LLC

hospitality and mobile medical facilities. Our in-house
engineering, welding, graphics and sewing departments
use quality aluminum and fabrics to produce sustainable
canopies for portable weather protection.
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DESIGN,
ENGINEERING,
FABRICATION &
INSTALLATION
Building on a 78-year history of manufacturing and
installation expertise, today Eide specializes in
sustainable architectural shading solutions. Whether
you design and we build… or we design and build, Eide
Industries offers technical and creative engineering,
Google- Kirkland Campus
Kirkland, Washington

welding, graphics and precision sewing. When it’s time
to make a statement, give Eide a call! 800-422-6827
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